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New Communication: As a native Idahoan, I do not support B2H as it stands. I cannot
comment on our need of emergency power or not, as I have no knowledge of that situation.
What I can comment on is the route that this p
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As a native Idahoan, I do not support B2H as it stands. I cannot comment on our need of emergency power or not, as I
have no knowledge of that situation. What I can comment on is the route that this project is taking. It is an absolute
necessity that all companies involved take each landowners rights into consideration when placing the line. People
whose homes, businesses and lives will be affected should be the number one priority in decision making. Please
understand that no amount of financial compensation will make destroying people's livelihoods right. The only option is
to carefully consider each landowner and make use of the alternative routes to best suit each families life. There are
alternatives as stated on your website, and they should be used in any case where a landowners current home, business
and life are directly affected.
I have direct knowledge of the placement of one of the monstrous transmission lines on the Bailey/Anderson ranch on
McCay Creek. This line would absolutely destroy everything that is beautiful and special about that land, their home,
their businesses, and their way of life. I am sickened by the fact that three separate companies could all agree that
destroying people's homes and lives is even an option. There are miles and miles of untouched far less used land nearby
that would be a far more suitable site for the transformer. Through the backyard of a family should not be an option.
Please, consider alternatives to make this a win‐win situation for everyone. I would hate to benefit from some
emergency power knowing that others had to suffer unnecessarily.
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